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Introduction

During the lockdown in 2020, Interest Link moved many of their
activities to online platforms in order to still engage Service Users,
families and carers through a difficult time. Some group sessions
were built around existing in-person groups, and others were
completely new opportunities we hadn’t ever tried in-person. The
lockdown continued in 2021, so we took the opportunity to explore
even more new opportunities for our Service Users online.
We approached Service Users who we knew had an interest in
art and craft based activities and invited them along to a project on
Zoom. On the first week we introduced the group members to each
other (many of them attended different groups to each other prior
to the lockdown) and asked them what they would like to do during
the project. Painting was a popular suggestion and the Service Users
created a list of things they would like to paint. For the remainder of
the project one of these suggestions was used to create a theme
each week.
The group not only allowed Service Users to do an activity which
they enjoy, but provided them with the chance to work on their IT
skills; meet and interact with new people; and to communicate and
learn in new ways.

Rebecca Duffell, Assistant Branch Coordinator
February 2021

Who was involved?

Val – Branch Coordinator
•
Rebecca – Assistant Branch Coordinator
•
Chloe – University student on placement with Interest Link
•
Chris – Service User, Best Friends group
•
Catarina – Service User, YPS
•
Beth – Service User, YPS
•
Kat – Service User, Caledonia Group
•
Maria – Service User, One-to-One Link
•
Adele – Service User, One-to-One Link

Week One – Planning

Five Service Users had been invited to the Art Group: Chris and
Beth joined the Zoom call independently; Catarina was supported by
her mum; and Kat had a support worker with her. Maria’s mum sent
apologies as the group clashed with a Zoom cookery class that Maria
was attending.
I opened up the whiteboard feature on Zoom and shared the
screen with everyone on the call so that we could brainstorm our
ideas for the group together.

A screenshot of the group’s
whiteboard during the Zoom call. The
blue writing indicates types of art
that the group enjoys. The red writing
shows ideas for things to paint.

I looked into some paint-a-long videos online to use with the
group as part of our planning. Originally Chloe and I had thought the Bob
Ross TV programme could be good to use, but all of the tutorials
were for painting with acrylics which we were worried could
potentially be messy for Service Users and family to clean up. I found
a number of watercolour paint-a-long videos on YouTube which I
thought looked fun, and the Service Users responded positively when
we shared one of the videos as an example at this session.
As part of our planning we had researched watercolour paints,
brushes and paper, which we then sent out to the group members in
time for our next session.

Week Two – Flowers

I looked over the planning the group had done and listed the ideas
they had said they would like to paint:
 Common Riding
 Animals
 Flowers
 Cartoon characters
 Disney
 Sky
 Zoo
I searched for simple video paint along instructions for each of the
groups’ suggestions and thought this video1 of flowers by artist
Shayda Campbell on YouTube would be a good place to start.

1

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2-GUGqvZ3ks&t=600s

I explained to the group that I would let the video run but there
was no pressure to paint the same as the artist – the video was just
a bit of inspiration and a starting off point. Chris seemed a little
unsure of painting directly onto the paper and instead found a pencil
to draw with and then added some colour.
Chris’s painting

Chloe’s work

Beth got creative
with her background

Kat’s finished flowers

Beth and Chloe both put their heads down and got to work
immediately but it took a little while for some people to settle into
the painting. Kat had been chatting on Zoom with her tablet held close
to her face, but her support worker set the tablet up at a distance
so that Kat had space to paint while remaining on camera. Catarina
needed some reassurance from her mum as she seemed
frustrated that her work was not going exactly how she wanted it
to. I reminded Catarina that there’s no wrong way to do art and
showed her that my own work didn’t look a bit like the video either.
After a while the call fell very quiet as everyone got
engrossed in their painting. When the video finished playing, I put on a
second flower painting tutorial from the same artist and reminded
the group that the video was just for inspiration, they didn’t need to
be following along precisely.
People sent in photos of their artwork as they finished it. It
was so interesting to see how different our work looked despite us
all watching the same two videos. Everyone’s individualism shone
through in their finished work.

Week Three – Animals

For the animals theme this week I found a brilliant video2 which
showed how to draw lots of different animals from beetles to
tigers. The video is by an Austrian watercolour artist Melanie on their
channel Visual Mind.

Catarina asked last week to paint her favourite animal – a snow
tiger - at this session so I looked up a second video3 to use at the
group, this time from the YouTube channel Jongkie Art. By the time
we started this week’s session Catarina’s favourite animal had
changed to a peacock so we used this video4 from YouTube channel

Let’s Make Art as our second tutorial instead.

2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z1s4zi392UY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uqmQg3SCIzw
4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zXe-ZU6TrDE&t=2278s
3

Maria was unable to join the group again due to her cookery
course but I sent the YouTube links to her in an email so that she could
try to create the same painting as we were doing in the group.

Val’s hedgehog and turtle

Catarina’s finished peacock

Chris drew and coloured in a
cat and a goldfish

Beth’s painting

Kat painted a sea full of fish

The animals were tricky to paint. Catarina got quite frustrated
at different points but with lots of encouragement from her mum
she produced a beautiful piece of artwork. Chris doesn’t particularly
like using the watercolours so he drew and coloured instead. Beth
didn’t seem to enjoy the animals theme so she used her watercolour
set to paint something from her imagination.

Week Four – Zoo

After learning how to paint animals last week, it made sense to
try our hand at painting a zoo this week. I found this YouTube video 5
on the channel Shubhom Dutta Art Tutorial.

In the video, the artist sketches out the zoo in pencil before
adding watercolours so I gave the group the option of drawing first
then adding colour, or going in with the paint straightaway.
For those who didn’t want to make a zoo picture, I searched
Shayda Campbell’s YouTube channel again and found that she has a
series of videos titled Art for When You’re Bored so I put her video6
on in the session for people to follow along if they would like.

5
6

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZD6Ccew852w&t
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wcVIgZ4E55A

Unfortunately Chris and Maria weren’t able to make it to the
session today but everyone else came along. Adele had been
attending our Blether group and spent some time chatting about how
much she enjoys art so she was invited to join the group. I put the zoo
video on first and Val, Catarina’s mum and I all had a go at painting it.
Chloe decided to do a picture of elephants against a sunset from her
imagination; Kat painted a tiger; and Beth painted her friend’s dog.

Rebecca’s zoo background

Val’s zoo enclosure

Chloe’s beautiful sunset
Beth’s painting of Freddy, one
of her friend’s dogs

When the first video finished, I put on the video from Shayda
Campbell, who we have watched before when we painted flowers in
week two. This video showed some different ideas for various
flowers and stylised botanicals to paint. Both Val and Catarina tried
their hand at some of Shayda’s suggestions.

Val’s flowers

Catarina’s abstract
plants

Week Five – Disney

This week I decided to do some Disney painting using a YouTube
playlist7 which I had created for the group. The playlist included
painting ideas related to lots of different Disney movies (Brave;

Frozen; Lilo & Stitch etc.) as well as more generic things like the Disney
castle logo and the iconic outline of Mickey Mouse.

The Service Users were excited about this week’s theme, and
we had a lively chat about our favourite Disney movies and
characters before we got started with the painting. I explained to
the group that we would be watching a series of short videos. The
videos were mostly time lapses which meant that the artwork
appeared to have been done very quickly. I encouraged group
members to use the video as inspiration rather than trying to follow
7

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t25gY1xrFQo&list=PLv3ZZR7WaksjdoUz_dxym3SlASHmrLqfx

along each tutorial. During our conversation at the start of session
many people had already discussed what they would like to paint and
were happy to get started with the videos playing as gentle
background noise rather than following the video directions in real
time.

Catarina carefully followed one
of the tutorials to create this
wonderful picture of Elsa from

Frozen

Beth also chose Frozen as her
favourite Disney movie

Kat spotted a set of ‘paint
your own cards’ in the
supermarket and chose this
one of Bambi to work on during
today’s session

Lilo & Stitch proved to be a popular movie too!
Chloe painted Stitch and Chris used pens to
create this picture of Lilo

When we shared the pictures of today’s work on the Facebook
Group, the artists received lots of praise. Sessional worker Liz said
“Brilliant week. Love them all… Your best week yet, I reckon”. Peer
Mentor Katie commented “Awesome job!!!” and Catarina’s dad Jose
commented “Beautiful artwork today”. Disney was a popular theme
which the whole group worked very hard at.

Week Six – Common Riding

Chris has always enjoyed the Hawick Common Riding and was
very sad in 2020 when the events were all cancelled due to the
lockdown restrictions. During our planning session in week one Chris
very quickly suggested the Common Riding as one of our painting
themes. This was such a niche subject that I knew it would be nearly
impossible to find video tutorials online, so I had to approach this
week’s theme creatively.
I found a selection of painting tutorials relating to horses and
the Scottish countryside which I felt embodied the theme without
being too specific. Horses are notoriously difficult to draw or paint
so I thought that these videos would give people the opportunity to
create art of beautiful landscapes whilst still following the suggested
theme. I created a playlist8 of short videos on YouTube to share at
the session.

8

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLv3ZZR7WakshO-OkINVqOjGWB6ZEHbTCK

Chris was very excited for this week’s theme and had already
sent photos to me of some Common Riding pictures which he had
drawn prior to today. I explained to the rest of the group that we
would be watching a variety of videos showing us how to paint the
Scottish countryside and horses. As always I reminded them that I
would love to see examples of their hard work, whatever they
chose to paint.

Chris drew and coloured these pictures of a
horse and a Common Riding flag

Catarina’s mum helped her trace an
outline of a horse which Catarina
then carefully painted

Beth drew and
painted this flag in
the Common Riding
colours

Val painted an
impression of the
Borders countryside

Kat chose to
create this
colorful sunny
picture today

I told the group that we have nearly used up all of the ideas
they had suggested in week one and asked if anybody had any ideas
for more things they would like to paint. Chloe reminded everyone
that Easter is coming up soon and suggested that we could do an
Easter theme for the final week of the art group.

Week Seven – Cartoon Characters

Today our theme was cartoon characters - the final
suggestion taken from our planning in week one. Someone had
suggested we paint pictures of the sky, but I was unable to find
interesting or engaging videos of sky paintings, making cartoon
characters our final theme from the planning session. I used YouTube
to create a playlist9 of tutorials for watercolour paintings including

The Powerpuff Girls, Pokemon and Mr. Bean.

When I sent out the Zoom invitations for this week’s session, I
let the group know that the theme was cartoon characters.
Catarina came along to the group with a pencil drawing of her
favourite cartoon already in her sketchbook, which she then painted
during the session. Some people painted their characters from
9

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLv3ZZR7WakshGlfwrwEwtYR8u7lgX-JBA

memory, others used reference photos, and others used inspiration
from the video. Beth spent a lot of time at the start of the session
thinking about what she wanted to paint, then spent the rest of the
session working hard on her painting.
Chloe drew and painted
Taz and Tweety from

Looney Tunes

Catarina came to
the group with her
favourite
character drawn
and ready to paint

Kat created two
fantastic pictures
during the one
hour session

Beth’s favourite cartoon
character is Garfield

Val painted a minion
from Despicable Me

Whilst we painted there was some discussion about favourite
cartoons, as well as which cartoons Catarina and her mum had known
growing up in Portugal compared to the cartoons the rest of us
were familiar with. Pokemon had been popular in both Portugal and
the UK so Catarina was excited to see the tutorial for painting some

Pokemon characters on the YouTube playlist. She went to her room
to collect a book and tell the rest of us the names of the
characters. Kat worked hard today and made two pictures with
some encouragement from her support worker. Unfortunately
Chris was unable to make it to the session but has been doing lots of
art in his sketchbook and sharing the pictures he has drawn on
WhatsApp.

Week Eight – Easter

Based on Chloe’s suggestion a few weeks ago, I created a
playlist10 of Easter themed watercolour paintings. The videos included
paintings of decorated eggs, an Easter floral wreath and a cartoon
chick.

Chris had some difficulty getting logged on to Zoom today so
we waited until he had joined the call to get started. In the meantime
we chatted about the group and Kat shared that she has really
enjoyed doing art. Beth gave a big thumbs up and smiled to the
camera. I explained that we would be taking a short break from the
group in April as the time slot clashes with our next baking project. I
asked the group if they would like to continue painting or try some
other types of art when we return. The majority of the group
10

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HC4l6IREn7g&list=PLv3ZZR7Waksiui4famYVHksGKXVcU49f6&index=4

voted to continue painting, so I will begin to plan some new themes and
ideas for our next art project.
I explained to the group that this week’s theme was Easter and
spring but as always I encouraged them to have a go at whatever
they wanted to paint and to send photos of their work to me on
WhatsApp.

Chris stuck to the Easter
theme today and made
these pictures of a chick
and a decorated egg

Catarina layered her paint
colours to create this pastel
Easter egg

Beth painted these lovely
rainbow eggs

Val’s patterned Easter egg

This has been a wonderful project! It has been lovely to get to
know each of the group members better and to see their
confidence in their art skills grow over the past eight weeks. I’m
excited to continue our painting after the break.

Conclusion

Although we have done art activities as part of many of our
larger projects, this was the first time we have run a wholly art
focused group. Most of our in-person groups are arranged by age
so it was a departure from our usual way of working to create a
group based on people’s interests. It worked incredibly well because
everyone was focused and engaged in the tasks, and new
relationships were built through shared likes.

In relation to Interest Link aims, this project helped Service Users to:
- Make more friends
 As you can see the members of the art group are made
up of Service Users from a mixture of groups and oneto-one links. The art group was a lovely way for these
people to mix, and make friends with others.
 Kat and Adele had not met our student Chloe previously,
so they got to know her better over the course of the
project.
 Some members of the group joined the Zoom calls with
family members or support workers which meant that
there were lots of new people to build relationships with.
- Feel happier
 Chris has loved the art group and has texted me on a
regular basis to ask what the theme would be the next
time he attended. Chris has not had much interaction with
others during the lockdown as his day centre was closed,
so having this Interest Link group brought him happiness
and some much needed structure during this time.
 Beth has always loved art and thoroughly enjoyed having a
group to attend which catered specifically to one of her
favourite pastimes.

- Feel more confident
 Most weeks we have shared photos or screenshots of
the group’s work on our Interest Link Roxburgh Facebook
group. Receiving praise through likes and comments has
given the group members a confidence boost about their
artistic abilities.
 I did not know Kat very well when the group began but
with each week Kat grew more confident with asking for
my attention when she needed it. She also loved the
opportunity to show off her art on camera.
- Have better self-esteem
 Catarina regularly put herself down for her artwork,
saying repeatedly “I can’t do it”. Her mum, as well as other
group members, encouraged Catarina and praised her for
her hard work. By week six, Catarina was less critical of
her art and was excited to show the group her horse
painting. She continued to grow in confidence as the weeks
went on.
- Have better social skills
 As with our other Zoom groups during lockdown, it has
been a learning curve for many members getting used to
interacting online. As the group has progressed group
members have become more adept at giving each other
time to talk without interruptions.
 Beth is mostly non-verbal at sessions and although she
continued not to talk on Zoom, she found new ways to
communicate with others. She used the chat feature on
Zoom to type things she wanted to say, and grew
expressive with her face and hand gestures to get ideas
across to others.

Going forward after we leave lockdown and return to our inperson groups, I would like to see a continuation of interest based

projects which allow much more mixing of our established groups. It
was fantastic to see members from a variety of one-to-one and
group projects getting to know each other through art. Some
Service Users have found the change of routine and structure during
lockdown difficult to adjust to, but others have welcomed the new
experiences we have been able to provide through our digital work.
We are hoping that the future of Interest Link Roxburgh will blend our
usual groups with some online work in order to best meet the diverse
needs of our Service Users.

Rebecca Duffell
Assistant Branch Coordinator, March 2021

